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Palm desert high school ranking



RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CA –Palm Desert High School in Palm Desert, and several schools in the area, are among the best high schools in America, u.S. News &amp; World Report said on Tuesday in its most comprehensive ranking so far of the country's high schools. More than 17,000
schools are classified, an increase of 2,700 last year. Palm Desert High ranked 2,250th nationally and 346th among California schools in the 2019 ranking of the Best News Schools in the U.S. The area schools that made the list include: Western Center Academy (77 nationally. 9 in CA).
Great Oak High (1,164 nationally. 177 in CA). Santiago High (1,614 nationally. 243 in CA). Martin Luther King Jr. High (2,082 nationally. 315 in CA). Preparatory Temecula (2,147 nationally. 327 in AC). Palm Desert High (2,250 nationally. 346 in CA). California Military Institute (2,790
nationally. 415 in CA). Palm Springs High (3,194 nationally. 470 in CA). Vista Murrieta High (3,273 nationally. 480 in AC). Murrieta Valley High (3,429 nationally. Shadow Hills High (3,450 nationally. 504 in CA). Norco High (3,562nationally. 518 in CA). Riverside Stem Academy ( 3,662
nationally. 530 in CA)La Quinta High (4,174 nationally. 614 in CA). Corona High (4,220 nationally. 622 in CA.) Citrus Hill High (4,240 nationally. 624 in CA)John F. Kennedy High (4,514 nationally. 658 in CA)Paloma Valley High (4,636 nationally. 671 in CA). High Ban (4,985 nationally. 706 in
CA). Temescal Canyon High (5,092 nationally. 716 in CA). Hemet High (5,258 nationally. 738 in CA). Valley View High (5,303 nationally. 744 in CA). West Valley High (5,450 nationally. 756 in CA). Lakeside High (5,458 nationally. 757 in CA). John W. North High (5,608 nationally. 774 in
CA). Ramona College (5,728 nationally. La Sierra High (5,843 nationally. 801 in CA). Vista Del Lago High (5,854 nationally. 803 in CA). Rancho Verde Alto (5,861 nationally. 804 in AC). Elsinore High (6,060 nationally. 816 in CA.). Beaumont Senior High (6,098 nationally. 823 in CA).
Overall, California schools make up 94.9% of students. The U.S. News &amp; World Report is the gold standard for education rankings and is widely considered the global authority. Anita Narayan, editor-in-chief of education at U.S. News, said the goal of the ranking is to give families more
information about schools in their district. By evaluating more schools than ever before, the new edition expands that focus so that all communities can see which schools in their area are successfully serving their students -- including historically underserved populations, Narayan said in a
press release. Factors considered in the compilation of the list include university readiness; reading and mathematical proficiency; reading and math performance; needy student; curriculum breadth of the faculty; and graduation rates. University readiness aswells participation and
performance in advanced placement and international international baccalaureate The data also takes into account school enrollment, student diversity, participation in free and low-priced meal programs, graduation rates and state assessment test results. U.S. News worked with global
research firm RTI International to classify schools. Santa Claus looks like the kids want it. And #MeToo, Mrs. Claus might say. It keeps everything running at the North Pole and is part of the main act. We've improved the methodology to provide an even more comprehensive ranking that is
easier to understand and therefore more useful for parents and educators, said Robert Morse, chief data strategist at U.S. News, in a press release. Now, the score of each school correlates with its national percentile - a school with a score of 70 is in the 70th percentile and occupies more
than 70% of schools. Going forward, this methodology will allow intuitive comms of a school's performance year after year. Santa Claus looks like the kids want it. And #MeToo, Mrs. Claus might say. It keeps everything running at the North Pole and is part of the main act. The top 10
schools are in 10 different states, demonstrating that high-quality education can be found across the country, the report said. These schools are: Academic Magnet High School, South Carolina Maine School of Science and Mathematics BASIS Scottsdale, Arizona Thomas Jefferson High
School for Science and Technology, Virginia Central Magnet School, Tennessee Gwinnett School of Mathematics, Science and Technology, Georgia Haas Hall Academy, Arkansas International Academy of Macomb, Michigan Payton College Preparatory High School, Illinois Signature
School, Indiana Several of these schools were also included among the rankings for specialized schools. The top five schools nationally for an education in science, technology, engineering and mathematics, or STEM schools, are: High Technology High School, New Jersey BASIS
Scottsdale, Arizona BASIS Peoria, Arizona Thomas Jefferson High School for Science and Technology, Georgia The Early College in Guilford, North Carolina Charter and magnet schools performed well in the rankings, said the U.S. News. Among the top 5% of ranked schools, a third is
charter or magnet. In the national ranking, more than 18% are charter schools, and 15% are magnet schools. Arizona had three of the top five charter schools in the country. They are: BASE Scottsdale, Arizona Haas Hall Academy, Arkansas Signature Academy, Indiana BASIS Chandler,
Arizona BASIS Peoria, Arizona The five best high schools are: Academic Magnet High School, South Carolina Maine School of Science and Mathematics Thomas Jefferson High School for Science and Technology, Virginia Central Magnet School, Tennessee International Academy of
Macomb, Michigan In performance state, based on the number of high schools in the top 25% of the national, national, was the leader. This year, almost half - 48.8% - of community high schools were ranked among the top 25% of high schools. Maryland came in second with 43.7%,
followed by California with 40%, and Connecticut, with 39.8% among the top 25% nationally ranked schools. Overall, only seven states had more than a third of their schools in the top 25%, and 20 states had 25% or more of their schools in the top 25%. At the other end of the spectrum, 22
states had less than 20% of their high schools in the wealthiest 25%, and seven had less than 10% of higher schools. South Dakota schools finished at the bottom of the list because it was the only state that did not give U.S. News permission to use advanced ranking data. Even so, 1.9% of
South Dakota schools finished in the top 25% of the ranking. The full list is available exclusively on usnews.com. SEE ALSO: Cinco De Mayo Rouba &amp; Offers at Restaurants In California 2019 CSR Rating: 10 of 102 Percentile: (2016) 90,511-d Compare with 2013 - Rating: 8, API Score:
825 2016 CAASPP Test Score Details: GradeTest TypeMean ScoreExceedStandardExceedStandard Almost MetStandard StandardNot Met11English2678.3 56%30%11% 3%11Math2609.5 19%29%24% 28% - Asterisk *, if present, if present, indicates that scores are not available (very
few)Calculated Percentiles of the California School Ratings: English Language Arts/Literacy Mathematics GradePercentileStudents TestedPercentileStudents tested 1196.15%472 85,85 08%474 Weighted average for math and english test scores for this school: 90.6%1-c This school is at
90.51th percentile1-d when compared to other schools of the same type: Average high school test results : Average reading score565 Average math score548 Percent Tested85.3% (384 of 450 seniors) Dropouts : GradeDropoutsEnrolment 90489 100508 110501 123 (0.67%)450 Student
ethnicity: Hispanic or Latino 44.21% White 43.55% Asian 4.78% African American 2.62% Filipino 2.2 42% Unreported 1.21% American Indian or Alaska Native 0.96% Pacific Islander 0.2% Two or more Races 0.05% Grades: California School Ratings (CSR) computepercentiums this way:
For a given grade level, all math scores are placed on an ordered list and a percentile is calculated for each score, based his position on the list. For a given grade level, all English scores are placed in an ordered list and a percentile is calculated for each score, based on its position in the
list. The math and English percentiles (a&amp;b above) are weighted, based on the number of students who completed each type of test, to create a combined weighted math+English percentile for each The combined weighted percentiles of Mathematics+English are placed in an ordered
list for the specific type of school (elementary/high/high/high school/K-12) and one is calculated. How percentiles work: The school percentile is a number between 0 and 100 that reflects the percentage of schools of the same type (elementary/high/high/high school/K-12) in California that
have a combined weighted percentile equal to or less than 1-c of Math(from 1-c above). For example, a school in the 70th percentile would have a weighted percentile combined equal to or greater than 70% of other schools of the same type. The CSR Rank is determined by the percentile
of a school compared to other schools of the same type in California (from 1-d above). (1 is the worst, 10 is the best). Schools in the 90th and aboveth percentile have classification 10, 80%-89.999% are classified 9 and so on. A similar number of schools occupy each post. * This
classification is derived from data from the 2016 California Student Performance and Progress Assessment (CAASPP). Alternative Schools receive percentiles but are not ranked More information: 2016 CAASPP Paper-based Test Results Palm Desert is a town in Riverside County,
California Public School Districts in Palm Desert Your child attends a school in this city? TopAdd Spinny Location: Palm Desert, CA Are you a student or parent at Palm Desert High School? Want to understand how to make the most of high school? We wrote the best guide to Palm Desert
High available. Here's how we'll address: Breakdowns of student ethnicity, gender and family income How safe Palm Desert High is to watch sat/ACT/AP scores obtained by Palm Desert High students that ap/IB classes you can take at Palm Desert High All sports teams you can participate
in Palm Desert High Let's get started! Palm Desert High School is a public school, supporting grades 9 to 12. It is located in Palm Desert, CA in Riverside County. Based on its location, Palm Desert High is classified as a school in a large suburb. Here is the location on a map: Contact
Mailing Address Information: Palm Desert High School43-570 Phyllis Jackson In. Palm Desert, CA 92260-5639 Phone number: 7608624300 Palm Desert High School home: Director: Robert HicksPrincipal: [email protected] Student enrollment The total enrollment at Palm Desert High
School is 2003 students, making it a great high school in the top 25% of all California high schools in size. Attending Palm Desert High will feel like attending a small college. You will have a few hundred students in your class, enough to provide an interesting set of activities, sports and
classes to try. But compared to California's largest high schools, student body size won't be overwhelming. Student body size growth is palm desert high school growing or This will help you see trends where the school is going. By our calculations, enrollment at Palm Desert High has
steadily increased in recent years. We calculate this by registration in series 9 to 12. Male Students High School Students 279 247 526 10th grade 264 233 497 11th grade 253 243 496 12th grade 235 249 484 As you can see in the table above, the freshman class is 42 students larger than
the last year class. This suggests that the school is growing in size and getting more students. There are a few reasons why this is happening. The city of Palm Desert could be growing in population, thus sending more students to Palm Desert High. Alternatively, Palm Desert High could be
relaxing its student policies and getting more students. Gender Division Are there more boys or girls at Palm Desert High School? From our statistics, Palm Desert High has a 52:48 split between male and female students in high school grades. Palm Desert High has a balanced ratio of
men and women that is largely representative of the general population in Riverside County. Since the student body is about half and a half, it should seem that there are an equal number of boys and girls in their classes. This usually means that Palm Desert High does not select strongly
for males or females, unlike other schools that have a large majority of males or females. Ethnicity discrimination What is racial diversity at Palm Desert High School? Does an ethnicity make up the majority of the student body, or is it quite balanced? From our statistics, Palm Desert High
has a diverse student body. No ethnicity represents more than 50% of all students, which means you'll be surrounded by a diverse set of students in the classroom. Only a third of California's schools show so much diversity. The most common ethnicity in Palm Desert High is white. In
California, white students make up 26.3% of all California students, and are the second most common ethnic group after Hispanic students. Percentage percentage American Indian/Alaska Native 0.6% 13 Asian 5.2% 106 Hispanic 41.1% 825 Black 2.1% 44 White 48.3% 968 Hawaiian
Native/Pacific Islands 0.0% 2 Two or more races 2.2% 45 high schools generally reflect the population in the surrounding area, so the ethnicities of students probably resemble those of the Palm Desert. If you'd like to see how other nearby schools look like diversity, just google [school
name] prepscholar to find our guide to that particular school. Palm Desert High Families Income Level What are the family incomes of Palm Desert High School students? To determine this, we looked at the number of students who qualify for free or reduced lunches, a U.S. federal
government rating. To qualify for a reduced-price meal, family income must be below 185% of federal For a family of 4, this means an income of about $45,000 or less. To qualify for a free meal, family income must be below 130% of federal poverty guidelines. For a family of 4, this means
an income of about $32,000 or less. The smaller the students who qualify for free or reduced-price meals, the higher the income levels. At Palm Desert High, 8.7% of students qualify for low-priced lunches, and 32.8% qualify for free lunches. This means that Palm Desert High has a level
below the poverty average. With most students not qualifying for free or reduced-price lunches, Palm Desert High is below average among California schools at a poverty level. The income level of families in Palm Desert is therefore likely to be relatively high. Percentage Number Reduced
prices lunches 175 8.7% Free lunches 657 32.8% Do not qualify for lunches with reduced price or free 1171 58.4% Just like ethnicity, this probably reflects the community around in Palm Desert and does not speak much about the school itself. Palm Desert High is in the middle of 50% of
schools by income level. Generally, higher-income schools are better funded and have a range of higher quality classes and activities. Palm Desert High is likely in the middle of the pack in this regard and will give you a good set of options to try. If you have any interests that Palm Desert
High doesn't cover, look for activities in your local community or on the Internet for self-study AP classes. Exclusive: Want to learn how to improve your VESTIBULAR score by 160 points? Download our free guide on the top 5 strategies you should use to improve your score. This guide was
written by Harvard graduates and perfect SAT scorers. If you apply the strategies in this guide, you will study more intelligently and make major improvements in the score. How safe is Palm Desert High School to attend? Can you expect a lot of conflict as a student here? To study this, we
analyzed disciplinary data for two types of incidents at Palm Desert High: referrals to law enforcement (when incidents are reported to the police) and arrests. These are the most serious disciplinary actions available to school administration and are more severe than suspensions or
expulsions. Suspensions are often discretionary and can be given only because they are disruptive in class. In contrast, police references and arrests often indicate incidents that put the safety of other Palm Desert High students at risk. In the 2011-2012 school year, there were 75 referrals
to law enforcement (53 men, 22 women) and 31 school-related arrests (17 men, 14 women). That's a total of 1993 students. To put that in perspective, most California schools (59% of them) reported 0 referrals and police arrests. That means 5.3 Palm Desert High has minor security issues.
For every 100 students, there were only 5.3 actions law enforcement, but that's still more than 75% of California schools. With this record, is Palm Desert High School significantly different from other schools in the region? It may be that Palm Desert High has an especially bad record, or it
may be that the local area has a a pattern. Compare this school with other high schools in the same school district, using the following table: Desert Sands Unified School School School School School School Name Total Referred Total Arrests Registration High 39 32 2115 La Quinta High
22 102 2995 Amistad High (continued) 49 49 23 438 Horizon 10 0 378 Summit High (continued) 0 17 341 Shadow Hills High 37 25 1215 Academic Performance We now come to an important aspect of the evaluation of a secondary school : academic performance. How good will the
education you get at Palm Desert School be? Will you be competitive for college? Will you have access to advanced classes? We've compiled everything we could find on the academics at Palm Desert High here. Graduation Rate To begin with, an important reference of academic
achievement is the graduation rate. For all students who start high school at Palm Desert High, the state of California wants as many students as possible to graduate, as a high school diploma can make a big difference in getting a job. At Palm Desert High, 93% (out of 490) Palm Desert
High students graduated within four years of starting high school. That's how it stacks up for other schools. The California state government has defined 90% as a target rate. The state average is about 80-85%. Palm Desert High is in the 81st percentile of all California public schools for the
graduation rate. That's way above average. Generally, a graduation rate above 90% is considered good and well above average, and below 75% is well below average. Note: This data comes from a few years ago, but trends are likely to remain the same, as schools don't get significantly
better or worse in a short period of time. Standardized tests Next, let's look at another large part of high school students: standardized test performance for Palm Desert High School students. They are tests that are applied to large student populations for comparison purposes. Let's start by
taking a look at the data for nationally administered standardized tests. As you probably know, the SAT is a critical test used for university admissions. The higher the score, the better your academic performance compared to students across the country, and the easier it is to get into the
best colleges. We did an in-depth search and found the average scores of Palm Desert High School. The average composite SAT score is 1540 out of 2400, compared to a national average of 1500. Every year, about 378 at Palm Desert High take the entrance exam. This is an average
SAT score, putting Palm Desert High School around the national average. Because the SAT is about academic performance, this suggests that the Palm Desert offer a fairly standard high school, neither heavily lacking nor higher. Note, however, that this is only an average - the best
students can still significantly outperform the average. If you can climb far far your school average, you will have a great chance of getting into a strong college. Here is a description of sat scores per section: Average sat scores (2013-2014) Critical source of written mathematical reading
composed Palm Desert High 518 517 509 1540 California 498 510 496 1504 United States 495 511 484 1490 Note that the SAT has since changed to a scale of 1600, but the above trends for your high school are likely to continue. Just use this guide to convert between the old 2400 scale
and the new 1600 scale. To learn more about sat percentile rankings, read our guide to what sat percentiles really mean. How good is 1540 as a score on the entrance exam? Find out with our complete sat 1540 score guide, including which colleges you can enter with a score of 1540 or
any other VESTIBULAR score! Exclusive: Want to learn how to improve your VESTIBULAR score by 160 points? Download our free guide on the top 5 strategies you should use to improve your score. This guide was written by Harvard graduates and perfect SAT scorers. If you apply the
strategies in this guide, you will study more intelligently and make major improvements in the score. In California, the ACT is less popular than the SAT. Fewer students take the ACT, and usually these students are more motivated and academically prepared for college. Therefore, it is more
difficult to compare palm desert high school act scores with the rest of the country. At Palm Desert High, the average composite ACT score was 23, compared to the national average of 20. Every year, about 125 of the 2003 students in total take the ACT. That's above-average performance,
placing Palm Desert High in the top 50% of California's high schools. Once the ACT tests what you learn at school, these ACT scores are a good indication that you will have an above-average education at Palm Desert High. Here are the average English Math Reading Science High 23 23
23 California 21.8 22.8 22.7 21.7 United States 20.3 20.9 21.3 20.9 20.9 21.9 21.3 20.8 20.8 Scores provided are for the 2013-14 school year. Learn more about percentile rankings and the ACT in this article. Each individual is different. What counts as a good act score for you? Learn more
with this article! Exclusive: Want to learn how to improve your ACT score by 4 points? Download our free guide on the top 5 strategies you should use to improve your score. This guide was written by Harvard graduates and perfect ACT scorers. If you apply the strategies in this guide, you
will study more intelligently and make major improvements in the score. The classes of Advanced (AP) are college-level courses that are an additional academic challenge can give credit to palm desert high school students for college. Here's what we're looking for: high average AP test
scores as well as high AP approval rates. AP Scores Every Year, About 385 Students in Grades 9-12 in Palm Palm High do 895 AP scans. It's important to understand how students score on the AP - winning a 3, 4 or 5 on the AP test means passing the test and often earning college credit.
The average score of all AP exams performed at Palm Desert High is 2.5 out of 5. That score puts Palm Desert High in average performance. For AP tests, the pass score is considered 3, and the number of students passing and not passing are approximately uniform. This performance
places Palm Desert High School among the top 50% of schools for AP testing. It's great that Palm Desert High offers an AP program so you have the opportunity to take courses at a college level. Even though about half of all AP students here don't have an approval rating, half have - so
with motivated studies throughout the year, you'll be able to beat the average. We have specific data on how many students have a program of 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 (of 5) in AP exams in the chart below: AP Test-Taking Statistics Another way to measure the quality of a school's AP program is to
see how many AP students actually took AP exams at Palm Desert High School. If many students enroll in AP courses but do not take the AP exams, it may be a sign that students do not feel adequately prepared to take the test, or the school is not encouraging students to take the exams
enough. At Palm Desert High, there is a total enrollment of 529 in AP courses (a student who takes more than one AP course counts more than once). Of the students attending AP, 377 took AP tests for all AP courses. 36 students took AP tests for some AP courses, and 78 took AP
courses, but did not take tests. This is a good participation in the test. Most AP students at Palm Desert High School take the AP test for each of their AP courses, outnumbering students who take some or no AP exam. This is a good sign that students feel confident enough to take tests for
all AP courses available to them, which reflects well on the teachers and course material. Palm Desert High can continue to improve by reducing the number of students taking AP exams for some or none of its courses, but it is in good condition. Note: The most recent data we have
available is from 2012, so statistics may have changed since then. Likely, however, trends are likely to continue - above-average schools are likely to remain above average, and below-average schools are likely to remain below average. AP pass rates for AP students at Palm Desert High
School who take the exam, it's important to know how they do it. Here we have specific data on how many students have an approval score (a 3 or higher) at all, some or none of the ap exams that they have Of all the AP test candidates, 90 students passed all the AP tests they did, which is
a fantastic job. 78 students passed some, but not all AP exams, and 228 students did not pass the AP exam they took. Unfortunately, this is a poor performance compared to other high schools. Em Em Desert High School, the majority of AP students fail every AP exam they take. This
usually means that they are not adequately prepared for the national AP exam at the end of the year. That's not necessarily the school's fault. AP courses can be very advanced for the typical Palm Desert High student, and it's still good that ap courses are offered at all. In addition, it is
possible that most AP exams taken by Palm Desert High students are on the hard side. However, if you are a student at Palm Desert High, this is a warning that you will have to go beyond the typical student to pass your ap exams. This can involve self-study, finding out who are the best AP
teachers and trying to get into their classes, and work hard. To find out the pass rates for specific AP courses at Palm Desert High School, you'll have to talk to your advisor (who can help you find this information). For example, one AP Calculus teacher might have an approval rate above
90%, while another may have only a 50% approval rate. If you can, you'll want to take the class with the teacher who has more students getting a 3 or higher on the AP exam. Learn more about the average score of each AP subject here. Starting in 2014, 11th graders at Palm Desert High
School must take standardized tests in English/Language Arts and Mathematics as part of the California Assessment on Student Performance and Progress (CAASPP). These are aligned with the new Common Core standards and are called Smarter Balanced tests. If Palm Desert High
students meet or exceed state standards, they are academically prepared to graduate from high school and go to college. Specifically, we care about the percentage of students who meet or exceed state standards. The higher this number, the more preparation of palm desert high students.
At Palm Desert High School, 79% of students meet or exceed state standards in English/Language Arts. This is considered very good and places Palm Desert High in the top 10% of all high schools in California for English/language arts. Most Palm Desert High students pass or exceed
state standards, and many of them are probably well above average. English/language test results (2015) Read more about what is measured in each ELA area score here. The other big test done for state assessments is math. Across the state, performance in mathematics is generally
lower than English/English english performance, so it is natural for this number to be lower. At Palm Desert High School, 41% of students meet or exceed state standards in mathematics. This is considered well below average and puts Palm Desert High at the bottom 25% of all high schools
in California. The vast majority of Palm Desert High students do not meet state standards, and only a small percentage pass. Math Test Results (2015) Read more about what is measured in each Mathematical Mathematics score, go here. Academic Offerings In addition to the standard
high school curriculum, many high schools, such as Palm Desert High School, offer advanced courses as part of the Advanced Placement (AP) or International Baccalaureate (IB) programs. Brief Introduction to ap/ib ap and IB courses are designed at the difficulty level of the introductory
college classes. There are several important benefits to taking advanced courses at Palm Desert High. First, taking more advanced classes shows colleges that you are committed to challenging yourself academically, and that you are one of the most advanced students at Palm Desert
High. Taking AP/IB classes also increases your weighted GPA and makes you a stronger candidate in college. In addition, many colleges will accept their Palm Desert High AP/IB course as a university course work. In some cases, you may be able to skip introductory-level classes and
move on to more advanced classes. In other cases, you may avoid having to take mandatory courses and may even be able to graduate earlier than the standard 4 years. Often this will require you to pass the AP test, getting a score of 3 or more. So what advanced courses does Palm
Desert High School offer? AP Palm Desert High School courses offers AP courses in 18 disciplines. This is an impressive number of AP disciplines, placing Palm Desert High School among the top 25% of California schools in AP offerings. You will probably have all the most popular ap
courses available to you as well as some broader interests. The total number of ap subjects is 38, so Palm Desert High is missing a good number of subjects, but these are probably the least popular subjects such as less popular foreign languages. If there are any AP courses you want to
take that isn't being offered at Palm Desert High, ask your advisor for other options. Of course, keep in mind that quality matters even more than quantity – it's important that your AP courses are well taught by engaging teachers. But the strong AP program at Palm Desert High probably
means you'll be in good hands. The following ap courses were offered at Palm Desert High during 2015-2016: Biology Title CALCULATION AB Calculus AB Calculus BC Chemistry English Language and Composition Literature and Composition Environmental Sciences Language and Latin
Physical Culture C: Mechanical Spanish Psychology Language and Statistics of Culture Studio Art: United States Government Design and World History Policy of the United States Finally, we will discuss which sports teams are available at Palm Desert High School. Sport is an integral part
of many students' high school experiences. The more sports available, and the more levels supported (Frosh, JV, Varsity), the more likely you are to be able to of a sport at Palm Desert High. By the way, the mascot at Palm Desert High is aztec. Go Aztecs! Palm Desert High School School
19 teams for women's sports. This is a high number that places Palm Desert High among the top 25% of California schools that offer women's sports. If you are a woman, you will have many sports options and levels to try. And now for boys: Palm Desert High School fields 22 teams for
men's sports. That places Palm Desert High among the top 25% of California schools that offer men's sports. The boys will have a great choice of sports to try. Men's volleyball volleyball baseball teams basketball basketball basketball basketball basketball basketball waterpolo waterpolo
trackfield crosscountry lacrosse Wrestling Fieldhockey Football Golf Softball What's next? Want more useful information about high school classes and get ready for colleges? Our blog has a ton of articles and advice on topics ranging from courses and GPA to recommendation letters,
extracurriculars and more! Ready to increase your schedule and maximize your college preparation? Read all about advanced placement and international baccalaureate programs. Not yet in high school, but eager to get started? We also have information for younger students interested in
advanced learning opportunities, both inside and outside the school. Visit our blog for free strategy guides on university admissions and test preparation. Our experts have written hundreds of helpful articles about improving your entrance exam score and getting into college. You will
definitely find something useful here. Visit our blog now. Subscribe to our newsletter to get free strategies and guides sent to your email. Learn how to access SAT/ACT and get into college with unique tips and insights that we share with our private newsletter subscribers. You should
definitely follow us on social networks. You'll get updates on our latest articles in your feed. Follow us on all 3 of our social networks: Twitter and Google+ Follow @PrepScholar Sources The data on this page is extracted from a variety of sources, including (but not limited to):
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